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Abstract

An ad hoc network is formed by a group of mobile hosts upon a wireless network interface. Previous research in communication

in ad hoc networks has concentrated on routing algorithms which are designed for fully connected networks. The traditional

approach to communication in a disconnected ad hoc network is to let the mobile computer wait for network reconnection

passively. This method may lead to unacceptable transmission delays. We propose an approach that guarantees message

transmission in minimal time. In this approach, mobile hosts actively modify their trajectories to transmit messages. We develop

algorithms that minimize the trajectory modifications under two different assumptions: (a) the movements of all the nodes in the

system are known and (b) the movements of the hosts in the system are not known.

r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Mobile computers often disconnect from the network,
and when they reconnect, they might find themselves
with a radically different network connection in terms of
bandwidth, reliability or latency. Approaches to cope
with the transmission of data in mobile, wireless
networks include traditional techniques such as try,
timeout, sleep, retry, etc., and wireless routing algo-
rithms. The simple try, timeout, sleep, retry loop can fail
particularly if the system does not happen to retry
connection during a brief reconnection period. The
current wireless networking solutions are not sufficient,
because an entire path to the destination machine has to
be available. Suppose you want to transmit data from
machine Ms to machine Mg and the path includes at
least one intermediate node, say machine Mi (this is
often the case in wireless networks because of range
limitations.) In order for the transmission to be
successful, the connections between Ms and Mi and
between Mi and Mg must be available at the same time.
The probability of this event is much smaller than the
probability that one of the two hops (from Ms to Mi or
from Mi to Mg) is open.
We propose algorithms for active communication in

ad hoc wireless networks. Previous research in this area

has concentrated on fully connected networks, in which
any two hosts can communicate with each other directly
or via other intermediate hosts. In an ad hoc network,
the hop by hop communication may not be possible
because the neighboring hosts may be disconnected.
Instead of statically waiting for network reconnection, a
host can actively change its location to achieve
connectivity using knowledge about the location of
other hosts. We believe that such active message
transmission is feasible when the hosts in the network
cooperate for a joint mission, and useful for applications
that require urgent message delivery.
In this paper we explore the possibility of changing

the host trajectories in order to facilitate communica-
tion. We show how information about the motion of the
destination host can be used to determine how messages
can be sent to this host by cooperating intermediate
hosts. Given an ad hoc network of mobile computers
where the trajectory of each node is approximately
known, we would like to develop an algorithm for
computing a trajectory for sending a message from host
A to host B by recruiting intermediate hosts to help. In
our context, recruiting means asking intermediate hosts
to change their trajectory in order to complete a routing
path between hosts A and B. We would like to minimize
the trajectory modifications while getting the message
across as fast as possible.
Two algorithms are studied in this paper. In the first

algorithm, we assume the information about the
motions and locations of hosts is known to all hosts,
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or can be estimated within some error parameters. The
second algorithm does not assume that the movement of
the hosts is known.
This approach to message transmission can be

implemented using mobile agents [1]. A mobile agent
is a program that can migrate under its own control. The
main advantage of using mobile agents for communica-
tion in ad hoc networks is that they can function as
‘‘wrappers’’ on messages. The mobile agent wrapper
(called an active message) provides a certain level of
autonomy for messages and allows them to reside at
intermediate points in the network. This enables a
message to propagate itself to the destination incremen-
tally, which is an advantage over traditional message
transmission approaches in which the entire path from
the starting location to the destination must be
available. Thus, the communication protocol we pro-
pose is an application-layer protocol (rather than a
network-layer protocol.) While the network cannot
route a message to the destination due to a network
partition, it will try to do an ‘‘up-call’’ for the scheme we
present in this paper. A program can determine the
moving route of the hosts relaying the message. Other
application programs, for example a controller can then
decide if the route for the message makes sense or if there
are better approaches. For example, in a tactical robotic
network where a team of robots is deployed to perform
sensing tasks, the message routing program could suggest
trajectory modifications for the team, while the individual
robots could decide the ultimate host trajectories.
This paper introduces the idea of message relays but

does not address all the technical issues. Many questions
have to be answered in order to completely characterize
the applications for which this approach to commu-
nication is suitable. Our goal here is to show that active
message transmission by relay is a promising protocol
for communication in ad hoc wireless networks. We
hope that this work will stimulate more research
towards understanding this concept.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 introduces the related work. The message
transmission algorithm with full knowledge of the host
motions is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the
performance evaluation of the algorithms when they
operate with imprecise information about the hosts’
locations. The message transmission algorithm without
full knowledge of the host motions is analyzed in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses experiments.

2. Related work

We are inspired by recent progress in three areas: ad
hoc networks, global position system (GPS) location
information aided routing, randomized routing, perso-
nal communication systems (PCS), and mobile agents.

There has been a lot of research on routing in ad hoc
networks [2–8]. Routing algorithms have to cope with
the typical limitations of wireless networks: high power
consumption, low wireless bandwidth, and high error
rates. All these routing protocols assume that the
network is connected. The work described in this paper
is different in that our networks may be disconnected.
Algorithms that make use of the GPS location

information to aid route discovery can be found in [7,9–
11]. Ko [9] proposes a location-aided routing protocol in
which a node forwards a message to its neighbors by using
GPS location information. Bose [10], Stojmenovic [12],
and Karp [7] propose some routing protocols that can
guarantee message delivery by using location information.
Boukerche [13] propose GZRP, a protocol that combines
the zone routing protocol (ZRP) scheme and GPS.
Boukerche et al. [14,15] propose a randomized

congestion control scheme for the DSDV routing
protocol. Each node has some probability of propagat-
ing the routing information. When the routing informa-
tion originating from a node is diffused slowly, the load
on that path decreases. They also present a very nice
analytical model based on Markov chains. A different
randomized protocol [16] uses mobile agents to help
routing. Other interesting routing protocols include
power-aware routing [17,18].
Another related area is PCS location management [19–

21]. Most location management techniques use a
combination of updating and finding, in an effort to
select the best trade-off between the update overhead and
the delay incurred searching. Specifically, updates are not
usually sent every time a host enters a new cell, but rather
are sent according to a pre-defined strategy, for example
restricting the searching operation to a specific area.

3. Message transmission in known mobile networks

In this section we develop an algorithm for message
transmission in a dynamic ad hoc network that uses a
strong assumption: the moving trajectories of all the
nodes in the system are known. The assumption holds
for many applications, especially when the hosts move
along existing roads and highways: a police car follows
the road at a constant speed, a soldier patrols on the
beat, and rescuing crews move according to detailed
plans. In subsequent sections we show less restrictive
generalizations of this scheme.
We propose a communication scheme in which a

message reaches its destination even when the destina-
tion host is out of range. Rather than waiting for a
connection from the originator to the destination (which
may never become available), we propose a scheme in
which hosts actively move to relay messages. We would
like to minimize the movement necessary to relay a
message.
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3.1. The case of multiple messages

Suppose a set of hosts move according to pre-specified
trajectories and the maximal speed of the hosts is high as
compared to the distance between hosts. Hosts proceed
with their mission and occasionally deviate to relay
messages. We are especially interested in applications
where the network is almost connected; the distance
between two adjacent hosts is slightly larger than the
transmission range. In such situations, the time for a
host to get into communication range is quite short, and
it does not affect its location estimation by the other
hosts very much. The time spent by a host deviating
from the original trajectory is not too large, although it
does give rise to error on location estimation (In some
applications, for example on a battlefield, back-up
devices such as walkie-talkies can be used to update
the location information and thus correct the error
introduced by trajectory changes.).
We assume that each host in the system has a task to

carry out. That task may include information processing
and moving. Occasionally, hosts need to send each other
information. Thus, we can model the behavior of this
system as a basic loop (Algorithm 1). The interesting
component of the loop is the else-if block of the
algorithm (line 6). When the host needs to transmit a
message to someone out of range, it computes a
sequence of intermediate hosts that can relay the
message to the destination, where each intermediate
host modifies its trajectory in the smallest possible way.
The sequence of hosts and path modifications can be
computed since all the host movements are known. In
the next section we will detail this computation.
For the rest of this section, we focus on applications

where the message transmission rate is low, and each
trajectory modification is very small. Message flow can

be modeled as a single message flowing in the system at a
time, so that no trajectory interference, and deadlocking
will not occur.

3.2. The case of a single message

In this section we assume that all the hosts’ motion
descriptions are known. We describe a communication
algorithm suitable for the following types of distributed
applications: if the maximal possible speed of the hosts
in the system is larger than the moving speed of the
message recipient, the message can be sent successfully
given the moving descriptions of the hosts.
Suppose h1; h2; h3; h4 are four mobile hosts in an ad

hoc network (see Fig. 1) with known motions at
dispatch time. If h1 wants to send a message to h4 and
h4 is not within transmission range, h1 needs to get closer
to h4: Host h1 may move all the way to the transmission
range of h4 to send the message directly, but this
movement may be too expensive. If the distance between
h1 and h4 is too large, h1 can approach another host h2
by moving a short distance and relaying the message to
h2: After that, h2 can do the same until the new host is
within the transmission range of h4: By using inter-
mediate hosts, the message transmission time may be
shorter than that of the method which forces h1 to move
all the way to h4 approach h4: Thus, our problem is,
given a mobile ad hoc network, (which may be
disconnected,) and the motion descriptions of the hosts,
find the shortest time strategy to send a message from
one host to another.
The intuition for computing the Optimal Relay Path

is as follows. Using knowledge about the trajectories of
h2; h3; h4; host h1 can compute the trajectories with the
shortest time to approach h2; h3; h4 (we describe this
algorithm in Section 3.2.1). The shortest trajectory (say

Algorithm 1. The behavior of each host hi in an ad hoc network where message relays are used for communication.

1: for each host hi in the system pursue investigation while waiting to receive messages. generate message when
needing to communicate do

2: if a message mj is received then

3: if the recipient of mj is hi then

4: process mj

5: else

6: if the recipient of mj is hk then

7: compute Optimal Relay Path ðhi; hkÞ; given as a list of tuples of (host, path-to-reach-
host); send the message to the head of this list (this may involve a trajectory
modification to get within transmission range from this head node, followed by return
to the original trajectory)

8: end if

9: end if

10: end if

11: end for
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to host h2) may provide a faster way of reaching the
transmission range of the other hosts. The shortest
trajectories can be computed incrementally using
increasingly more intermediate hosts. The Optimal
Relay Path can be formalized under the following
assumptions: (1) Two hosts can communicate
with each other within range R; the size of R

depends on the communication hardware. (2)
If host h1 wants to send a message to host h4; who is
out of the range, h1 can move some distance and send
the message to h4; or it can approach an intermediate
host that can act as a relay to send the message to h4:
For example, in Fig. 1 (first), h1 moves to approach h2;
h2 moves to approach h3; then h3 moves and sends the
message to h4: (3) Only one message at a time circulates
in the system.
Before presenting the Optimal Relay Path algorithm,

we introduce the following terminology. The motion of
a host hi is predictable if there is a known function PiðtÞ
which describes the position of host hi at time point t;
prior to changing its trajectory. A moving path from A to
B is a sequence of hosts, h0; h2;y; hk (where h0 ¼ A and
hk ¼ B) with their moving strategy which gives how hi

moves to approach hiþ1 to send a message. In first figure
of Fig. 1, h1h2h3h4 is a moving path from h1 to h4: An

optimal path from host A to host B is a moving path of
hosts which gives the least time to send the message
from A to B:

Algorithm 2 describes the Optimal Relay Path
algorithm, which determines the shortest path to the
destination of the message. The algorithm computes the
direct path from h0 to other hosts in the initialization
part. The main body consists of choosing the host
reachable in the minimal time among the hosts which
have not been processed, and marking the host ready.
Then the current minimal time from h0 to all hosts that
are not ready are updated. The running time of the
algorithm is Oðn2tÞ where t is the running time of the
algorithm Optimaltrajectory.

3.2.1. Finding the optimal trajectory for relaying a

message

Suppose PjðtÞ is the position of host hj at time point t;
and the initial time point when host hm begins to
approach hj is t0: The following two equations give the
optimal strategy for host hm to approach hj (Recall that
the moving speed is known.) More precisely, by solving
the equations, the velocity of host hm and the
approaching time can be obtained. In these equations,
PiðtÞ denotes the trajectory of host hi; v is the moving
speed of the host, and t denotes time

j~PPjðtÞ � ð~PPmðt0Þ þ~vv � ðt � t0ÞÞjpR; ð1Þ

~PPjðtÞ � ~PPmðt0Þ
j~PPjðtÞ � ~PPmðt0Þj

¼ ~vv

j~vvj: ð2Þ
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Fig. 1. In the first figure, node h1 sends a message to h4 by way of intermediate hosts h2 and h3: Disks corresponds to the transmission range of hosts

and arrows show approach trajectories to relay messages. The second and the third figure describe two examples of approaching hosts. The disks

represent the transmission range. In the second figure, all hosts are static. Host h1 can send messages to h2 directly. But host h1 must move toward h3
to establish communication. The third figure shows the optimal trajectory of hi to approach hj starting from ðxi ; yiÞ; while hj is moving to the right

starting from ðxj ; yjÞ:

Algorithm 2. Sketch: the Optimal Relay Path to all hosts in the system. Input: (1) initial time when host h0 begins to
send a message, (2) the moving function of host hi; which gives the position of hi at time t: Output: the optimal moving
path from host h0 to all other hosts h1; h2;y; hn:
1: Compute the optimal trajectory for host h0 to reach all the other hosts directly, record the earliest time point t½k


for hk:
2: Choose the unmarked host hi with the least t½i
; mark hi; Ready½hi
 ¼ 1:
3: Compute the optimal trajectory (use the OptimalTrajectory algorithm) for host h0 to reach all the unmarked

hosts, such as, hj by way of hi: If the time point computed for the optimal path from h0 to hj by way of hi is less
than the original t½j
; update t½j
 with the newly computed time point

4: Goto 2 until all the hosts have been marked
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Eq. (1) gives the condition for host hj to be in the
transmission range of host hm when hm approaches hj :
Eq. (2) gives the condition for host hm to move to the
direction of host hj at time point t: The equations have
been derived using elementary geometry.
Eqs. (1) and (2) lead to the algorithm Optimaltrajec-

tory for computing optimal trajectories. The solution
depends on the movement of the hosts in the system.
(The middle and the right images in Fig. 1 describe two
examples.)

3.3. Analysis

We now show that if the motions of all mobile hosts
are predictable, and there is only one message circulat-
ing in the system, then the Optimal Relay Path
algorithm computes the optimal communication paths
from one given host to all other hosts in the system.

Lemma 3.1. In an environment with only two hosts, if the

motion of host hj is predictable, there is an optimal moving

path from hi to hj given the description of hi (the initial

position and the maximal speed).

Proof. Recall that Optimaltrajectory computes the
optimal moving path from hi to hj at time point t0; for
a given moving description. &

Lemma 3.2. Suppose h0; h1;y; hb�1; hb is an optimal

path from h0 to hb: After hb�1 receives the message relay

originating at h0; it moves according to the path given by

algorithm Optimaltrajectory.

Proof. If Lemma 3.2 does not hold, we can replace the
path of hb�1 with the path given by the algorithm
Optimaltrajectory. We get a better moving path, which is
a contradiction. &

Lemma 3.3. If h0; h1;y; hb is an optimal moving path

from h0 to hb; then h0; h1;y; hb�1 must be an optimal path

from h0 to hb�1:

Proof. Suppose Lemma 3.3 does not hold. Then
h0; h1;y; hb�1 is not the optimal path from h0 to
hb�1: We can substitute the path from h0 to hb�1 with
the optimal path from h0 to hb�1: It is easy to see we get
a better path from h0 to hb; which is a contra-
diction. &

Theorem 3.1. The Optimal Relay Path algorithm (Algo-

rithm 2) gives the optimal moving paths from host h0 to all

other hosts.

Proof. Proof by mathematical induction.
Let h0; h1;y; hn�1 be the host sequence in the order in

which their Read y variable has been marked.

1. Initially, Read y½h0
 is marked. The optimal moving
path from h0 to h0 is the node itself.

2. Suppose after Read y½hi
 is marked, the algorithm
gives the optimal moving paths from h0 to h1;
h2;y; hi�1; and hi:

3. Consider the time when Read y½hiþ1
 becomes
marked. We get a moving path with the minimal
time among all the moving paths (from h0 to hiþ1)
which consists of only the marked hosts.

We first show that the path computed is the optimal
moving path if we only consider the marked hosts. By
Lemma 3.3, the optimal moving path from h0 to hb can
be divided into two parts: (1) the optimal moving path
from h0 to hb�1; and (2) the optimal path in which hb�1
moves to approach hb and sends the message to hb: By
induction, we have all the optimal moving paths from h0
to h1; h2;y; and hb�1: Thus, by analyzing the algorithm
(the essence of the algorithm is to enumerate all possible
paths to reach hb via h0; h1;y; hb�1), we get the path
with the minimal time, which must be the optimal
moving path among all the marked hosts.
We now show that the path found is the optimal

moving path from h0 to hiþ1 if we consider the entire
system. If the path is not optimal, the optimal moving
path must consist of some unmarked hosts. Let hk be the
first such host in the path. In the optimal moving path,
the time for the segment from h0 to hk; which only
consists of the hosts which have been Read y, is less
than the time of the moving path from h0 to hiþ1: So hiþ1
does not have the minimal time, which is a contra-
diction. &

4. Message transmission under location error

An important property of the Optimal Relay Path
algorithm (see Algorithm 2) is that it works even if the
location of the hosts in not known precisely—that is, the
trajectories are specified within certain error parameters.
This is an especially useful property for real applications
(for example involving moving cars and robots) where
uncertainty in the location information is a fundamental
component (movement modifications are likely to
contribute to errors in the host location estimations.)
In this section we examine the performance of the
Optimal Relay Path algorithm for routing and relaying
messages in the presence of error. We assume that the
location estimates are specified within known error
bounds r: We derive an upper bound for trajectory
changes for message relays. In other words, we compute
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the sum of the distances traveled by each host involved
in the transmission of one message. The exact computa-
tion of the traveled distance is not sufficient because the
location of hosts is known only approximately, and
extra time might have to be spent identifying exactly
where the host is.
Suppose the movement of each host is restricted to a

region of radius r we call scope. Such a restriction is
realistic when the moving speeds of the hosts are
relatively slow. If we estimate that a host is static at
the center of the scope, the error of the estimation is at
most r: The upper bound for the total movement
necessary to relay a message is given by the following
result:

Theorem 4.1. In an environment with location error,
suppose the estimated moving description of host hi is

static at Oi: Then the sum of the length of the moving path

computed by Optimal Relay Path is at most ð4n � 5Þr
more than that of the optimal moving path, where n is the

number of the hosts in the system, and r is the maximal

error.

In order to compare the path we get with location
error to the optimal path, we take as reference an
imaginary system in which all hosts are static. We
compare the path in this imaginary system with the path
obtained in our algorithm and the optimal path
separately. Thus, we get the difference between the
length of the path in our algorithm and that of the
optimal path. The proof for Theorem 4.1 is based on
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2.
In order to decrease the error of the location

estimation procedure, the previous algorithm can be
refined by adding the exchange of up-to-date location
information of hosts when two hosts are within the
transmission range of each other for message transmis-
sion. The motion estimation of a host can be organized
as many tuples, each of which corresponds to one host
in the network. The tuple structure is:
/hostid ; time; location; velocity;motion descriptionS:
The first four items denote the host’s location and
velocity at time point t: The motion description, which is
system dependent, is used to describe the characteristics
of the host’s motion, e.g., the host is moving between A

and B; back and forth. When the hosts are close enough
to exchange messages the motion information about the
hosts is also exchanged. The motion information of a
host will be updated according to the latest information.
Thus, the up-to-date motion information of the hosts
will be propagated.
When the maximal possible speed of hosts is high and

the distance between the two hosts is a little longer than
the transmission range, the time spent on message
transmission is not substantial. In a network that is

almost connected, the error is small if the approach
speed is high.
Fig. 2 gives simulation data for how the location error

affects the performance of the system. The larger the
location error is, the more time is spent approaching
another host.
Next, we want to analyze the performance of the

algorithm if the maximal location error is rpR; that is,
if any host hi in the system never moves beyond the
range of a circle with center Oi and radius r:
Let us consider three scenarios (see Fig. 3). In the first

scenario, all the hosts are stationary at ðxi; yiÞ (for all
1pipn) and Algorithm 2 knows the precise location of
each node. In the second and third scenarios, each host,
say hi can be anywhere in a circle centered at ðxi; yiÞ with
radius r: In the second scenario, the location of host i is
estimated at ðxi; yiÞ; while the third scenario assumes all
the locations are known precisely by all the hosts.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose the length of the moving path in

scenario 1 and 2 are l1 and l2; respectively. We have l2 �
l1pð2k � 3Þrpð2n � 3Þr:

Proof. As Fig. 3 (left) illustrates, hj starts to approach hi

from A. When hj reaches B, hi may be in any position in
the range of the circle centered at C with a radius of r:
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Fig. 2. This graph shows the comparison in simulation between

message transmission under location errors and the optimal case in

which all host locations are known. The x-axis denotes the error

range—that is, the maximal error of the guessed the locations. The y-

axis denotes the average time to transmit a message from its origin to

its destination. The simulation was done with 20 hosts, a network

space of 20� 20; maximal moving speed for each host of 5;

transmission range of 5; and a message arrival rate of 0:2; 0:1; and

0:02 for each host (we average the transmission time). The simulation

was run for 104 time units. For the x-axis, 0 corresponds to the case

when the hosts are static, and 1 corresponds to the case when hosts can

be anywhere in a circle of radius 1 centered on their guessed location.
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So hj can move at most r before it can send the message
to hi (an extra move). After hi receives the message from
hj; it begins to approach the next host. Host hi can first
go back to C (another extra move) before it approaches
the next host. In this period, the distance traveled by
host hi is r more than the distance traveled when the
location information is exact. The same holds for hj: For
the path h1*hk; we have 2ðk � 1Þ � 1 extra moves, thus
we have l2 � l1pð2k � 3Þrpð2n � 3Þr: &

Lemma 4.2. Suppose the length of the moving path in

scenario 3 is l3: We have l1 � l3pð2n � 2Þr:

Proof. In Fig. 3 (right), the large circles give the
transmission range, while the small circles give
the movement range. Let the real position and the
estimated position of hj be C and A; and the position
and the estimated position of hi be F and E:
Now suppose hj needs to approach hi in an
optimal path in scenario 3. Then CD is a fragment
of the moving path. In scenario 1, the positions
of hj and hi are A and E: The moving path for hj to
approach hi is AB:
Let A ¼ ð0; 0Þ and E ¼ ðL; 0Þ: B is a point on line AB

such that jBEj ¼ R: C and F are two points within the
circles of radius r centered at A and E; respectively. D is
a point on line CF such that jDF j ¼ R: Then the
maximal value of jCF j is achieved when C and F are on
the circles centered at A and E; respectively. By applying
basic trigonometry, we get jCDj þ RpjABj þ R þ 2r:
If P3 : h1*hk is a moving path in scenario 3 whose

sum of distances traveled is l3; then in scenario 1 we have
a moving path P4 : h1*hk that has the length l4 such
that l4 � l3pð2k � 2Þrpð2n � 2Þr: Because l1 is the
length of the shortest path among all moving paths
from h1 to hk in scenario 1, we have l1pl4: Thus we have
l1 � l3pð2n � 2Þr: &

By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, we have l2 � l1pð2k �
3Þrpð2n � 3Þr and l1 � l3pð2n � 2Þr: In summary, l2 �
l3pð4n � 5Þr; and thus Theorem 4.1 holds. This analysis
describes the trade-off between the amount of error we
would like to tolerate in our relay algorithm and the
extra movement hosts have to make due to location
estimation errors.

5. Message transmission in unknown mobile networks

When the error of the estimated location is smaller
than the transmission range, the previous algorithms
work well. But the error can be large if random factors
distract the motion of a host from the estimated track.
When the error is larger than the transmission range,
tracing hosts according to the previous schemes is
impossible. In this section we present a method that
makes it possible to communicate to all hosts in the
system despite their unknown movement.
We propose a method in which hosts inform the

other hosts of their current position. The key issues
that need to be considered to make this approach
work are: (1) when a host should send out information
about its location update; (2) to whom the host
should send out this information; and (3) how the host
should send out this information. In this section we
present solutions to (1) and (2). (3) can be implemented
using a walkie-talkie, satellite, or wireless modem
hardware.
We assume that each host is confined to movement

within a region we call scope and each host knows who is
the host that keep track of its location we call tracking

host. Location updates must occur when the host leaves
its current scope. If the radius of the scope is less than
the transmission range, then we can guarantee that the
host can be found by its tracking host since the tracking
host can go to the center of the scope and broadcast a
message.
We model the communication problem in unknown

mobile network environments by constructing a mini-
mum spanning tree. Let G be a weighted graph whose
vertices correspond to the hosts in the system. The edges
of G connect hosts to tracking hosts. The edge weights
correspond to the physical distances between the hosts.
The minimum spanning tree of G contains the shortest
edges in the graph that provide full connectivity in the
graph.
The neighbors in the minimum spanning tree provide

the communication routes for messages. Each host has
the responsibility of updating its location by informing
all the hosts connected to it in the minimal spanning
tree. Thus, when a host leaves its scope, it needs to
inform only its neighbors in the minimum spanning tree.
It is clear that there is a trade-off between the size of the
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Fig. 3. Two hosts in an environment with location error. The bigger disks represent transmission range (R), and the smaller ones are moving scope

(with maximal error r). In the first figure, hj starts from A to approach hi: The second figure compares CD; the optimal path of hj and AB; the path

computed by our algorithm 2 using the estimated locations.
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host’s scope and the frequency of its location update
messages. We would like to quantify this trade-off in the
next section. Algorithm 3 gives the algorithm for the
location update in this communication method.

5.1. Communication in the minimum spanning tree

In this section we analyze the trade-offs between
scope and update frequency in the minimal spanning
tree protocol, by considering the error in a host’s
estimation about the location of another host. We first
consider a two-node system. Our result for the two-node
system can be used to compute the optimal location
error for a multi-node system connected by the topology
of its minimum spanning tree.
For simplicity, we assume that hosts maintain their

neighbors throughout the experiment (that is, the
topology of the minimum spanning tree does not
change.) Extensions to dynamically changing minimum
spanning trees can be done using the previous algo-
rithms for dynamically constructing a minimum span-
ning trees derived in [22,23].
Suppose there are two hosts which have to commu-

nicate with each other, but they are out of transmission
range. There are two types of message exchanges: (1) an
actual message and (2) a location update message. Each
host has its own task to carry out which may require
movement. We would like to identify the optimal scope
size with respect to how much the hosts need to travel in
order to communicate with each other. Suppose host hi

needs to communicate with hj and hi and hj are
neighbors in the MST. Thus, they need to keep track
of each other’s locations. If the scope size is small, hi has
a good idea of where hj actually is, but hj will have to
update its location more frequently. If the scope size is
large, hj has to do fewer location updates, but hi has a
less good approximation for where hj is so hi has to
travel more in order to communicate. There is a trade-
off between the length traveled by a host to commu-
nicate with another host and the frequency of location

updates. A shorter scope radius leads to more frequent
updates, because the host is more likely to move out of
scope. We would like to compute this trade-off to
identify the most optimal scope size.

Since the motion variance of each host, that is, the
uncertainty of a host’s location increases in time, a good
model for the time-varying behavior of a mobile host is
the Brownian motion with a drift process [20]. The two-
dimensional Brownian motion with a drift process can
be described by the distribution

pxyðx; yjx0; y0; tÞ ¼ 1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
DxDy

p
ðt � t0Þ

� exp �½ðx � x0Þ � vxðt � t0Þ
2

2Dxðt � t0Þ

 

þ�½ðy � y0Þ � vyðt � t0Þ
2

2Dyðt � t0Þ

!
; ð3Þ

where ðx0; y0Þ is the initial location of the host, ðvx; vyÞ
are the components of the drift velocity along the x and
y axes, t0 is the initial time, and ðDx;DyÞ are the
diffusion parameters with unit of (length2=time). Large
ðvx; vyÞ correspond to rapid location changes. The
uncertainty of the location is determined by ðDx;DyÞ:
Large uncertainty corresponds to larger scope for the
location of the host.
Without loss of generality, suppose Dx ¼ Dy ¼ D:

From Eq. (3), a radius r of a scope within which the
probability of a host is equal to g at time t can be
expressed as: rðtÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Dðt � t0Þ lnð1=ð1� gÞÞ

p
: The cen-

ter of the scope is at ðvxðt � t0Þ; vyðt � t0ÞÞ:
Suppose we have two hosts h1 and h2: Currently, the

distance between h1 and h2 is l ðlXRÞ; and the rate of
messages transmitted between h1 and h2 is l:We want to
find the optimal radius of the motion scope. We assume
that the maximal possible speed of a host is quite large
compared with the host’s general moving speed. Thus,

Algorithm 3. This algorithm shows pseudo-code for the location updates when hosts do not know a priori their moving
paths. Notations: ti: the latest time when hi got the location update of h0: t: the current time. ðxti ; ytiÞ: the location of h0
at time ti: ðxt; ytÞ: the location of h0 at time t:
1: for all hosts h1; h2;y; hk that are adjacent to h0 in the minimum spanning tree

do

2: Compute the optimal radius ri between h0 and hi:
3: if jðxt; ytÞ � ðxti

þ vxðt � tiÞ; yti
þ vyðt � tiÞÞjXri then

4: move to hi to update its location (ti ¼ t and ðxti
; yti

Þ ¼ ðxt; ytÞ).
5: end if

6: if there is message exchange between h0 and hi then

7: update the ti and ðxti
; yti

Þ to the current time and location
8: end if

9: end for
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the host does not need to consider the effect of the
message transmission or the location updating time.
Let r be the radius of the motion scope ðrpRÞ: The

host will stay in the scope with radius r with probability
g until time tr: Thus, the average distance for the host
travels to transmit messages and updates locations in a
unit time is

Y ¼ lþ 1

tr

� �
ðl � ðR � 2rÞÞ; ð4Þ

where l � ðR � 2rÞ is the maximal distance for the host
travels to approach another host according to the
analysis in Lemma 4.1. We want to minimize the
location update Y subject to rpR: The following result
shows that Y can only obtain its minimal value at three
distinct locations.

Theorem 5.1. The minimal value of the average distance

traveled by two hosts to transmit messages and location

updates occurs at one of three possible values for r:
2ðPðl � RÞ=2lÞ1=3; 2d1=3 cos y=3; or R:

Proof. We know tr ¼ r2=2D lnð1=ð1� gÞÞ: Let P ¼
2D lnð1=ð1� gÞÞ; we have Y ¼ 2lr þ 2P=r þ Pðl �
RÞ=r2 þ lðl � RÞ: Take the derivative of r on the both
sides of the equation and set the derivative to zero. We
get a cubic equation. To solve the equation, let d ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

P3=27l3
q

; and y ¼ cos�1ð3=2ðl � RÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3l=P

p
Þ: Thus,

the minimal value of Y can only be obtained when r is
2ðPðl � RÞ=2lÞ1=3; 2d1=3 cos y=3 or R: &

Since there are three possible places for attaining the
minimum value for r; we would like to experimentally
study when exactly the optimum happens. Fig. 4 shows
the solution for the optimum radius (defined by Eq. (4))
for different parameters. We denote by k the ratio
between the distance of the two hosts and the transmis-

sion range, l the message arrival rate, D the diffusion
parameter, m ¼ D=l the ratio between D and l:
Fig. 4 (left) describes the change of the optimal radius

as m grows. The curves are plotted with for k � 1 ¼
8; 4; 2; 1; 1

2
; 1
4
; 1
8
; 1
16
; 1
32
; 1
64
; 1
128

and g ¼ 95%: Fig. 4 (right)
shows the optimal radius change with the change of
the k � 1: It includes five curves with m ¼ 1

8
; 1
16
; 1
32
; 1
64
; 1
128

:
Except for the m ¼ 1=8 curve, the others are not very
smoothly connected. The reason is that the optimal
radius may take one of the three values according to the
different k: When k is small, the optimum radius is
2 ðPðl � RÞ=2lÞ1=3; as k increases, it becomes
2 d1=3cos y=3; when k is quite large the optimum radius
becomes R:
The distance traveled by the hosts is determined by

the length of a single trip and the number of trips. Fig. 4
(right) shows that the bigger k is, the longer the optimal
radius is. The reason is that for a large k (that is, a large
distance between two hosts), reducing r will be less
important than reducing the number of trips traveled by
the hosts in a unit of time. The ratio m affects length in
the similar way. When D is small, the time for a host to
go beyond the fixed scope is long, so the optimal radius
should be small. On the other hand, when l is small, the
location updates will be dominant. Thus, reducing the
number of location update trips, that is, increasing the
location update period, is better. As a result, the optimal
radius should be bigger for a small D:

6. Simulation experiments

We have developed a simulation system to study our
algorithms. We focus on evaluating how message
relaying interferes with a host’s task. We use three
metrics for this evaluation: the percentage of the average
working time, the ratio between the standard deviation
of the working time and the average working time, and
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the average transmission of a message. The first metric
denotes how much time the hosts spend on their own
work instead of message transmission. The second
metric evaluates how balanced are the host workloads.
The third metric measures how fast a message can be
sent. We assume that the transmission time can be
ignored if two hosts are within transmission range.
Thus, the message transmission time is the sum of the
host’s movement time and any possible waits.
We examine our metrics by varying five parameters:

the scope of the network space (that is, the total area
where the experiment is done), the number of hosts, the
transmission range of each host, the moving speed of
each host, and the message arrival rate of each host. We
assume all hosts have the same transmission range,
moving speed, and message arrival rate. Each host
generates messages according to a Poisson distribution.
The message recipients are generated randomly and
messages are transmitted according to the Optimal
Relay Path (Algorithm 2) algorithm, which computes
the itinerary for a message. We have done two types of
experiments.

Instantaneous message transmission: In this experi-
ment message transmission has the highest priority.
Thus, upon receiving a message for relay, the host stops
its current task and goes to the next host in the itinerary
to transmit the message. Upon return to its original
location, the host first checks for waiting messages and
only if there are no waiting messages it resumes
executing its task.

Delayed message transmission: In this experiment,
message relaying is delayed in favor of the host’s task for
some amount of waiting time, which is a parameter to
the experiment. We use a waiting time vector whose
components correspond to waiting times for all the
hosts. We design the waiting time vector according to
our network topology in this experiment. This experi-
ment was designed to increase the percentage of the time

hosts devote to their tasks. All messages accumulated at
a host in the waiting period are sent to the next host as a
group if their next destination is the same. Figs. 5–7
show the data we compiled from these experiments.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the effect of varying the waiting

time of hosts. Typically, the working time increases with
larger waiting times. With a larger waiting time, more
messages are accumulated, thus some messages may be
sent together. The average message transmission time
also increases with a higher waiting time. If the focus is
to increase the percentage of working time and ratio
between deviation and average working time, delayed
message transmission is always better than instanta-
neous message transmission. We also observed that the
percentage of working time stays the same beyond a
certain level of waiting, which provides empirical
support for choosing a good value for the waiting time
for real applications.
Fig. 6 shows the comparison between instantaneous

message transmission and delayed message transmission
while the transmission range is changed. As the
transmission range increases, the working time in-
creases, and the average message transmission time
decreases. The larger transmission range contributes to
ashorter travel path, which in turn affects the message
transmission time and working time. We note that
delayed message transmission does much better than
instantaneous message transmission with respect to the
percentage of working time and the ratio of deviation
and average working time.
Fig. 7 shows the influence of the various maximal

speed values of the hosts on performance. It is obvious
that a larger speed improves performance.
In addition to the quantitative results, we observed

the following qualitative behavior in our experiments:

* The percentage of the time spent on message
transmission is larger if the message arrival rate is
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high and the distances of the host pairs are large
compared with the host moving speeds. By analyzing
the experimental data, we find that some hosts have
less working time than other hosts. We call those
hosts critical hosts. Those hosts are on many relaying
paths in the network.

* When the message arrival rate is low, the distances of
the host pairs are short as compared with the host
moving speed of host. The algorithm gives a good
solution according to the two criteria: percentage of
time spent on message transmission and the message
transmission time.

7. Conclusion

This paper describes how trajectory changes can be
used to transmit messages in disconnected ad hoc
networks. We present two algorithms. The first uses
full knowledge of the motions of the mobile hosts within
some uncertainty constrains. Location updates are
employed in the second method where the full location

knowledge is not available. These algorithms avoid the
traditional waiting and retry methods, which do not
cope well with disconnections.
We believe that this approach to communication is

useful for the following two types of distributed
applications: (1) When most of the network is connected
(for example, a well-maintained framework for a sensor
network), while some hosts are dispersed away from the
framework, we do not have too many trajectory
modifications to relay messages. (2) When the distance
between two hosts is slightly larger than their transmis-
sion range, hosts need to move small distances to relay
messages.
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